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Abstract
Fish harvested from Lake Turkana suffers high post-harvest losses due to lack of hygiene and
sanitation facilities for its handling and processing resulting in a five-fold loss in market value,
exacerbating poverty among Lake Turkana fishers. Post-harvest fisheries losses are of great
concern because they equate to a loss of valuable animal protein for consumers and lost income
for fishers, processors and traders. Reducing losses is therefore an important development goal in
the fisheries sector. Considering that Lake Turkana is the largest lake in Kenya, and that it can
greatly contribute to economic development of the arid region and the country in general, there is
need for urgent measures to develop, improve and transfer innovative technologies to reduce fish
post-harvest losses. This will greatly contribute to ensuring food security as envisaged in the Big
4 Agenda by the Government of Kenya. This study was conducted in two phases at Nariokotome
Beach Management Unit (BMU) situated on the north western side of Lake Turkana,
approximately 80 km from Kalokol Town. Questionnaires, fish drying trials, shelf life trials and
physical count of solar dryers were the main data collection methods. Firstly, a training on fish
handling, processing and storage was done to 15 Nariokotome BMU members (5 women and 10
men) on 11th April 2018. Thereafter, fish drying trials were conducted in a solar dryer and on
stones. Results after 44 hours of drying indicated that fish dried on stones (in the open) dried much
faster than those dried in polyethylene solar dryers and also had a more appealing colour. The
average percentage moisture loss after 44 hours for fish dried in solar dryers and on stones was
55.98% and 61.3% respectively. By the time of documentation of this technical report, out of the
12 fish samples purchased on 13th April 2018, only one had been attacked by a single boring beetle,
D. maculatus but had no other visible signs of spoilage. Fish brought on 11th May 2018 had no
signs of spoilage or attack by D. maculatus. Physical observations on status of the dryers found
that only 24% of the dryers were in use while 30% were in good condition but not in use. Almost
half (46%) of all the solar dryers constructed along Lake Turkana since 2008 were dilapidated.
The study also revealed that KMFRI was the single largest donor of solar dryers along Lake
Turkana having constructed 51% of all the solar dryers. Whereas polyethylene solar dryers have
proved as an effective post-harvest fish loss reduction technology along Lake Victoria especially
for the dagaa fishery, the same cannot be said of Lake Turkana where its usage is extremely low.
Furthermore, there has been no proven improvement in income of fishermen or uptake of solar
dryers by fish processors along Lake Turkana despite massive investment in their construction by
various donors. Therefore, an alternative innovation for drying fish along Lake Turkana should be
developed and should factor in the challenges encountered in uptake of polyethylene solar dryers.
Keywords: polyethylene fish solar dryer, Lake Turkana, post-harvest losses.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background information
The role and importance of fish in securing food and nutrition for humans, particularly in
developing countries, has frequently been overlooked. Fisheries and aquaculture are often
arbitrarily separated from other parts of the food and agricultural system in food security studies,
debates and policy-making (HLPE, 2014). From a trade and development point of view, Lake
Turkana fishery has been relatively neglected. Fish harvested here suffers high post-harvest losses
due to lack of hygiene and sanitation facilities for its handling, and the bulk of what remains is
dried under dusty conditions, resulting in a five-fold loss in market value. This exacerbates poverty
among Lake Turkana fishers (Keyombe et al, 2017). There are no official landing sites along Lake
Turkana, and fish is landed all along the lake. There are some landings concentrations in certain
regions where fishers and traders meet, which are considered as fish marketing sites (Mwikaya,
2005). At these sites, fishermen usually tether large fishes such as Nile perch to anchors near the
shores to keep them alive awaiting buyers, sometimes even overnight. This is an innovative
invention, which helps preserve fish live therefore fresh, considering that there is no ice
infrastructure around the lake. This practice is aided by the absence of petty thieves among fishers
in several parts of the lake, which is unusual considering the situation in most other lakes
(Mwikaya, 2005). Due to the lack of nearby markets and the remoteness of production areas, fish
has to be processed at the place of landing or production. Fish processing occurs in mainly three
forms along Lake Turkana i.e. sun drying (salting), deep frying and smoking. Also fish may be
sold fresh especially to nearby markets such as Kalokol and Lodwar Towns (Keyombe et al, 2017).
Fish drying often occurs on bare ground where the product is exposed to soil, bacteria, vermin,
birds and other threats. Even though it is usually cleaned before sale, the gills entrap substantial
dirt, and this compromises the keeping and eating quality of the fish. Gutting, and some filleting
is also carried out on the shores of the lake, usually on wooden rafts. Given the high ambient
temperatures, the lack of ice and the poor handling practices, fish is sold fresh only on the day of
catch, after which it is either dried or discarded due to spoilage (Mwikaya, 2005). Post-harvest
fisheries losses are of great concern because they equate to a loss of valuable animal protein for
consumers and lost income for fishers, processors and traders. Reducing losses is therefore an
important development goal in the fisheries sector (Diei-Ouadi and Mgawe, 2011). Simple drying
racks above the ground improve the product enormously, reducing considerably the post-harvest
1

losses (FAO, 2017). There are no centralized fish markets either at Kalokol or at Lodwar. Fresh
fish traders who sell to several hotels in Lodwar usually have to arrange to collect the fish from
landing site at Kalokol and transport it to their retailing centers. As a result of this poor market
linkages between production and marketing sites, fish is usually cheap (less than 30ksh) at landing
sites, but fairly expensive at nearby towns such as Lodwar (about 70ksh per kg) (Mwikaya, 2005).
There are no active processing factories around Lake Turkana. A joint funding from Kenya and
Norway (NORAD) constructed the one fish-processing factory, which is owned by the defunct
Lake Turkana Fisheries Cooperative Society (LTFCS), in 1980. This factory, which is not
operational currently, used to process frozen and chilled fish and fish fillets for domestic and
regional markets. It has an installed capacity (space) of about 40 MT fish per day, but all essential
moveable equipment, including processing tables and plumbing have been vandalized. The
superstructure of the factory is however still intact, including some heavy duty cooling units of
cold rooms and the factory's heavy duty electricity generator. These equipments, including the
factory's truck, would require substantial capital to restore them to working condition. This factory
is said to have closed down as a result of lack of sufficient fish supply, and lack of sufficient
potable water. The LTFCS factory may have been constructed for capacities beyond what the
Kalokol area was able to supply, but it is definitely an asset that could still be used profitably for
activities such as centralized fish processing centre for several traders or a processing centre for
supplies such as ice for use around the lake. It is evident that, at least for the Ferguson gulf, there
was a time in the 1980's during when substantial public investment was made to reduce fish postharvest losses. These investments were well intentioned, especially considering the high fish
production of the gulf at the time, but they failed to acknowledge the seasonality of the gulf fishery.
Given the fluctuations of Lake Turkana water level, a floating jetty which is moveable would have
been more appropriate than a fixed one, and a much smaller fish handling and preservation factory,
with better linkages to major processing or marketing centers would have been more appropriate
(Mwikaya, 2005). There is a need to develop strong public private partnership on the present and
future infrastructure, with well-defined ownership and responsibility terms, to avoid the
vandalization and disuse that has been witnessed in the past.
Considering that Lake Turkana is the largest lake in Kenya (about twice in size compared with
Kenya's area of lake Victoria), and that it can greatly contribute to economic development of the
arid Lake Turkana region and the country in general, there is need for urgent measures to improve
2

and transfer innovative technologies developed to reduce fish post-harvest losses. Development of
sustainable trade in Lake Turkana fisheries would greatly improve the socioeconomic status of the
fishers and riparian communities, who have much less other alternative livelihood options apart
from pastoralism. This will greatly contribute to ensuring food security as envisaged in the Big 4
Agenda by the Government of Kenya.
1.2 Problem statement
Fish landed from Lake Turkana suffers high post-harvest losses due to lack of hygiene and
sanitation facilities for its handling and processing. The bulk of the fish landed (90%) is preserved
first before being sold to near (Kalokol, Lodwar, Kakuma) and distant markets (Kitale, Busia,
DRC). More than 35% of fish is lost due to losses in value or physical loss. Various interventions
to reduce postharvest fish losses have been introduced along Lake Turkana such as fish solar driers,
energy saving smoking kilns and cold chain facilities. However, effectiveness of these
interventions in reducing post-harvest losses has not been exhaustibly documented.
1.3 Objectives
1.3.1 Broad objective
To monitor the effectiveness of interventions of solar polyethylene dryer in reducing post-harvest
losses in Lake Turkana
1.3.2 Specific Objectives
1. To conduct training on fish handling and processing to Nariokotome BMU members
2. To conduct fish drying trials in solar dryers at Nariokotome BMU
3. To conduct comparative shelf life trials for fish dried in solar polyethylene dryers and
traditional methods
4. To assess the status of solar polyethylene dryers along Lake Turkana.
5. To investigate the socioeconomics of post-harvest fish losses
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2.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Description of Lake Turkana
Lake Turkana is a large water reservoir in the eastern arm of the Great Rift Valley, about 30km
wide and extending 265km in a north-south direction. It 1ies between 2°27'N and 4°40'N, in the
arid North-West part of Kenya, at an altitude of 375 meters above sea level. It has a mean and
maximum depths of 31m and 115m, respectively, and occupies an area of about 7,560km2. This
area is almost twice that of Kenya's part of Lake Victoria (6% of the lake or 4,300km2) (Hopkins
1982 and Kolding 1989). About 90% of the lake's inflow is from river Omo, which is entirely in
Ethiopia and enters the lake at its northern end, creating a swampy delta. The eastern shores are
rugged and rocky, with few sheltered bays. The western shore consists of exposed sandy beaches,
interrupted by the Ferguson's gulf. The seasonal Turkwell and Kerio rivers enter the lake from the
western shores (Fig. 1). Within the lake basin there is little change in meteorological factors: the
rainfall is about 100-300mm annually, and mean temperatures 30°C. Strong prevailing southeasterly winds with marked diurnal cycles are the most predominant feature of the area. This
creates a well-defined surface current of about 79 cm/s net wind velocity in the north-west
direction, compensated by an opposite deep water return current, which in turn creates 'upwelling'
conditions on the eastern shore. Consequently Lake Turkana is usually well mixed, with oxygen
and temperature regimes showing little or no stratification (Yuretich 1976; Hopson 1982). The
annual water surface temperature ranges between 27.2-29.4°C and bottom temperatures from 25.426.4°C. Oxygen concentrations normally range from 5.0-6.5mgIL at 80m depth compared to 6.88.4mglL at the surface. A survey conducted in March-May 1988 (Kallqvist et al, 1988) showed
however seasonal thermoclines, and oxygen concentrations less than 2mgIL below 50m depth.
The lake’s water is semi-saline and supports over 55 described fresh water fish species which are
widely distributed within the lake. It contributes an average of 6,000 metric tonnes of fish annually
which is only 4% of the total annual inland water fish production.
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Figure 1: A map of Lake Turkana
2.2 Study area
This study was conducted at Nariokotome, on the north western side of Lake Turkana,
approximately 80 km from Kalokol Town (KMFRI offices). Nariokotome Beach Management
Unit (BMU) is the umbrella body for most of the fishermen, fish processors and fish traders found
within the area. KMFRI chose this particular BMU since compared to others, it is fairly organized
and has previously received substantial funding from donors for infrastructural development and
acquisition of assets. The BMU has a well-equipped office (computer, printer, solar power etc), 4
operational polyethylene solar dryers and a fish store all at Nariokotome Centre. BMUs near
Kalokol were overlooked due to the ban on fisheries in the central sector of Lake Turkana as a
result of cholera outbreak. This study was done in two phases necessitated by the unavailability of
sufficient sunshine to conduct fish drying trials in polyethylene solar dryers.
5

2.3 Data collection
Four data collection methods were used in this study i.e.
2.3.1

Use of questionnaires

2.3.2

Fish drying trials

2.3.3

Shelf life trials

2.3.4

Physical count of solar dryers

2.3.1 Use of questionnaires
Questionnaires were used to collect data on the socioeconomics of the fishers and fish traders
within Nariokotome BMU. For this purpose, enumerators both from KMFRI and recruited
members were trained and supervised to ensure effective data capture. The survey used
harmonized data collection forms to record data on fish handling, preservation, pricing among
others.

Figure 2: Training of data enumerators and data collection being led by KMFRI Scientists
2.3.2 Fish drying trials
KMFRI staff used the recommended fish handling procedures in preparation and drying of the fish
and compared the results with the tradition preservation method of drying on stones.
101 pieces of Alestes baremos (30 in solar dryer and 38 not salted and 33 salted dried on stones)
were subjected to drying trials under the same sunlight intensity and duration. Subsequently, six
samples from each trial were weighed after every two hours and the results used in calculating
drying rate/moisture loss.
6

Figure 3: Fish drying trials on stones and in a polyethylene solar dryer
2.3.3 Shelf life trials
This study compared drying rates of fish on stones and in a polyethylene solar and thereafter
proceeded to compare the time it would take the fish to get spoilt. Samples from the preserved
fish were stored in the laboratory to check on their shelf life.

Figure 4: Shelf life trials being conducted in KMFRI laboratory

2.3.4 Physical count of solar dryers
Solar dryers along Lake Turkana are concentrated on the north western side of the lake. On 11th
May 2018, KMFRI Lake Turkana Station research team documented the status of these solar
dryers.
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Figure 5: KMFRI Research team inspecting polyethylene fish solar dryers
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Fish handling and processing
Fish is one of the most sought after animal foods due to its health giving properties. It is normally
regarded as the only animal meat with long-chain fatty acids that have been shown to consistently
reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease in human kinetic studies (ISSFAL, 2004) despite its high
content of cholesterol, the much maligned sterol in animal meats. Due to the healthy nature of fish
as food, it is necessary that its prime quality is maintained for as long as possible during handling
before it is either processed into fish products or stored away for future processing or consumption.
Proper fish handling and processing is meant to; maintain the physical quality of the fish, maintain
the biochemical quality of the fish so that the nutritional quality of the fish is preserved and
maintain the acceptability of the commodity as required in trade and commerce as fish are tradable
commodities in world markets.
Currently, there exists poor fish handling, processing and storage along Lake Turkana, a situation
that has led to high contamination and spoilage rates for harvested fish (Keyombe et al. 2017). It
was in this regard that KMFRI organized a training on 11th April 2018 for 15 Nariokotome BMU
members, 5 being women and 10 men (Fig. 6 & 8).

Figure 6: Training of Nariokotome BMU members on fish handling and processing
The training centered on equipping fishermen and fish processors with knowledge on
recommended handling, processing and storage of fish to ensure a final product with a superior
quality is produced. It was practically demonstrated by the Scientists how fish should be washed,
handled, dried and stored to ensure it maintains its quality both physically and biochemically. The
trainees were also taken through aspects of personal hygiene, different agents causing fish
spoilage, various fish preservation methods, innovative technologies for fish processing and value
9

addition among other topics. Fish store owners were cautioned on the detrimental health side
effects of using the insecticide commonly referred to as dudu dust to prevent attack of dried fish
by tissue boring beetle Dermestes maculatus (Fig 7). They were advised store fish in well
ventilated stores or use biological ways such as sprinkling powdered neem leaves on stored fish to
prevent attack by D. maculatus.

Figure 7: Dudu dust is commonly used along Lake Turkana to extend the shelf life of dried fish
A significant portion of the training involved interactive sessions where fishermen, fish processors
and store owners were allowed to ask questions regarding Lake Turkana fisheries and also share
their knowledge and personal experiences on the same. Some of their main concerns were the
small size of the polyethylene solar dryers, migratory nature of the fish/fishermen, lack of other
innovative technologies especially for value addition, cholera outbreak in Kalokol Town which is
a major transit route for their fish among others. They also requested to be furnished with results
from the fish drying trials.
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Figure 8: KMFRI Staff and Nariokotome BMU members after the training

3.2 Fish drying trials
Unlike other fishery centers in Kenya, only a small proportion (perhaps less than 10% of total landings)
along Lake Turkana is traded fresh. The bulk of fish here is sun-dried, fried, smoked, or salted. Sun-drying
accounts for over 80% of the preserved fish (Keyombe et al, 2017). Sun-drying is preferred because it is
cheap (sunlight is free and in plenty), efficient (2-3 days for complete drying) and requires little/no
investment (fish dried on rocks and open ground) (Mwikaya, 2005).

Figure 9: Experimental fish drying on rocks and in a solar dryer
Characteristically, Lake Turkana fish, especially tilapia and Nile perch contains much less fat when
compared to fish from Lake Victoria. This makes the fish in fresh form less tasty, because fats improve the
taste of food by enhancing flavor compounds (Mwikaya, 2005). In its dried form however, Lake Turkana
fish keeps better and has less off flavors than oily fish, since it lacks the excessive oils that favor rapid
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development of rancid (off) flavors. Local communities however prefer dried oily fishes such as catfish,
because they are tastier (Mwikaya, 2005).
During the experimental drying, 101 pieces of A. baremos was split longitudinally into a flat sheet (two
halves but not detached from each other, fig 9) after gutting and cleaning in lake water. This is the
common/preferred way of processing all fish from the lake except those to be sold fresh. 30 of the opened
fishes were then spread on the BMU owned polyethylene solar dryer, 33 salted and 38 not salted spread on
rocks on the ground to dry. The fish were then weighed after every 2 hours and turned over periodically to
ensure even drying on both sides. Due to the limited period of time and increasing cloud cover, drying was
possible for only 44 hours. Drying is usually complete (indicated by a near-brittle texture) in 2-3 days
(Werimo and Malala, 2009). The dried fish were then transported to KMFRI laboratory in Kalokol for shelf
life trials.
Table 1: Percentage moisture loss after 44 hours of drying

Results after 44 hours of drying indicated that fish dried on stones (in the open) dried much faster
than those dried in polyethylene solar dryers and also had a more appealing colour. The average
percentage moisture loss after 44 hours for fish dried in solar dryers and on stones was 55.98%
and 61.3% respectively. The faster/higher moisture loss for fish dried on stones could be as a result
of the strong winds blowing along Lake Turkana. There was no major observed difference in the
amount of sand particles on fish dried both on stones and in solar driers. Results from this
experiment are in total contradiction with the purpose for which polyethylene solar dryers were
introduced in the region. Therefore, a better innovation for drying fish along Lake Turkana would
be one with an open system where atmospheric air circulates freely and is also raised from the
ground.
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3.3 Comparative shelf life trials
Post-harvest production of fish involves the handling, processing, and preservation of fish landed
by the fishers, in order to prevent spoilage (increase shelf life) and improve the taste of the fish.
Fish, when out of water deteriorates fast except immediate steps are taken to preserve its quality
(Bako, 2004). This study compared drying rates of fish on stones and in a polyethylene solar and
thereafter proceeded to compare the time it would take the fish to get spoilt. Fish dried at
Nariokotome were put in KMFRI laboratory on 13th April 2018 and 11th May 2018 to observe any
changes in colour or form as a result of attack by micro and macro-organisms. For the fish samples
purchased on 13th April 2018, six were covered with dried neem tree leaves while six others were
left to act as the control. Fish samples brought on 11th May 2018 which were dried on stones and
in a solar dryer were also placed in the same laboratory to undergo shelf life trials. By the time of
documentation of this technical report, out of the 12 fish samples purchased on 13th April 2018,
only one had been attacked by a single boring beetle, D. maculatus but had no visible signs of
spoilage. Fish brought on 11th May 2018 had no signs of spoilage or attack by D. maculatus.

Figure 10: Fish dried using solar dryers and on stones being put through shelf life trials
3.4 Status of solar polyethylene dryers
Sun-drying is widely used as processing method along Lake Turkana due to the abundant sunshine
and strong winds in the region. KMFRI is among donors which have continuously supported the
construction and training on use of fish solar driers along Lake Turkana. A large percentage of
polyethylene solar dryers along Lake Turkana are concentrated on the north western end of the
lake. The bulk of the first of these solar dryers (20) were constructed at Kangaki area in 2008
setting stage for other donors to upscale the technology. The 20 solar dryers constructed at Kangaki
13

had polythene as their roofing material but unfortunately, the polythene cover didn’t last long due
to the strong winds and high sunshine intensity in the area.

Figure 11: Inspection of status of various polyethylene solar dryers at Kangaki BMU
On 11th May 2018, KMFRI Lake Turkana Station research team documented the status of solar
dryers along the northwestern end of Lake Turkana (Fig 11, Table 2). Only 24% of the dryers were
found to be in use while 30% were in good condition but not in use. Almost half (46%) of all the
solar dryers ever constructed along Lake Turkana are in a dilapidated state (Fig. 12). The latest
dryer construction by KMFRI was done in 2017 at Ekoyo BMU but the two dryers have not been
put to use to date (Table 2).

Table 2: Status of polyethylene solar dryers along Lake Turkana
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Figure 12: Uptake of polyethylene solar dryers along Lake Turkana
KMFRI remains the single largest donor of solar dryers along the western end of Lake Turkana
having constructed 51% of all the solar dryers (Fig 13). However, out of the 38 solar dryers
constructed by KMFRI since 2008, only the one at Namukuse is being utilized. Unfavourable
locations and small surface area for drying fish in the solar dryers were the main reasons they were
not being utilized for the intended purpose. KMFRI needs to invest in research for developing a
post-harvest loss reduction technology appropriate for Lake Turkana conditions using appropriate
and locally available construction materials to avoid what is currently bedeviling the polyethylene
solar dryers.

Figure 13: Proportion of solar dryers along Lake Turkana constructed by donors
15

3.5 Socioeconomics of post-harvest fish losses

Figure 14: KMFRI staff assessing various socio-economic impacts of Lake Turkana fishery
Most fishermen in Nariokotome (17%) were aged between 16-20 years while those between 5155 years were the least (9%) (Fig. 15).

Figure 15: Age proportions of respondents
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There was marked reduction of fish prices after drying. The largest reduction was observed for
kopito (catfish) with a 70% decline in price while the lowest was for tilapia (7%) as illustrated in
figure 16.

Figure 16: Interspecies comparison of prices before and after drying
Busia was the largest market (38%) for tilapia from Lake Turkana while Kalokol was the smallest
(12%) (Fig. 17).

Figure 17: Market proportion for tilapia
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4.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Post-harvest production has enormous potentials for food security, income generation and
sustainable fisheries/rural development. Improved post-harvest fish production can provide better
jobs, improved family livelihood, higher incomes, better lifestyles, etc. Post-harvest production
should be regarded as a strong tool for poverty eradication/alleviation. Whereas polyethylene solar
dryers have proved as an effective post-harvest fish loss reduction technology along Lake Victoria
especially for the dagaa fishery, the same cannot be said of Lake Turkana where its usage is
extremely low. Furthermore, there has been no proven improvement in income of fishermen or
uptake of solar dryers by fish processors along Lake Turkana despite massive investment in their
construction by various donors. The situation has been exacerbated by the lack of gazetted fish
landing beaches and the migratory nature of Lake Turkana fishermen. Therefore, upscaling
polyethylene solar dryer technology along the lake is not likely to meet the desired outcome of
improving fishers’ income, quality of dried fish or food security as envisaged in the Big 4 Agenda.
An alternative innovation for drying fish along Lake Turkana should be developed and should
factor in the challenges encountered in uptake of polyethylene solar dryers.
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Submission letter of the technical report to KMFRI Director
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ii.

Policy brief for sharing the findings with stakeholders

Policy advice no: KMF/RS/2018/PB/C2.1(i)
Title: Advice on Solar Polyethylene Dryers in Reducing Post-Harvest Fish Losses in
Lake Turkana, Kenya

Executive Summary
Lake Turkana is the largest lake in Kenya and it can greatly contribute to economic development
of the arid region and the country in general. There is need for urgent measures to develop, improve
and transfer innovative technologies to reduce fish post-harvest losses which will greatly contribute
to ensuring food security as envisaged in the Big 4 Agenda by the Government of Kenya. This
study was conducted at Nariokotome Beach Management Unit (BMU) situated on the north
western side of Lake Turkana, approximately 80 km from Kalokol Town. Questionnaires, fish
drying trials, shelf life trials and physical count of solar dryers were the main data collection
methods. Results for percentage loss in weight after 44 hours for fish dried in solar dryers and on
stones was 55.98% and 61.3% respectively. Physical observations on status of the dryers found that
only 24% of the dryers were in use while 30% were in good condition but not in use. Almost half
(46%) of all the solar dryers constructed along Lake Turkana since 2008 were dilapidated. The
study also revealed that KMFRI was the single largest donor of solar dryers along Lake Turkana
having constructed 51% of all the solar dryers.

Introduction
Fish harvested from Lake Turkana suffers high post-harvest losses due to lack of hygiene and
sanitation facilities for its handling, and the bulk of what remains is dried under dusty conditions,
resulting in a five-fold loss in market value. Fish processing occurs in mainly three forms along
Lake Turkana i.e. sun drying (salting), deep frying and smoking. There are no centralized fish
markets either at Kalokol or at Lodwar and no active processing factories around Lake Turkana.
Various interventions to reduce postharvest fish losses have been introduced along Lake Turkana
such as fish solar driers, energy saving smoking kilns and cold chain facilities. However,
effectiveness of polyethylene solar dryer in reducing post-harvest fish losses along the desert lake
has not been exhaustibly documented.

Approaches and Results
Fish drying trials
Results after 44 hours of drying indicated that fish dried on stones (in the open) dried much faster
than those dried in polyethylene solar dryers and also had a more appealing colour (Table 1). The
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average percentage moisture loss after 44 hours for fish dried in solar dryers and on stones was
55.98% and 61.3% respectively. The faster/higher moisture loss for fish dried on stones could be
as a result of the strong winds blowing along Lake Turkana
Table 1: Percentage moisture loss after 44 hours of drying

Status of solar polyethylene dryers
Only 24% of the dryers were found to be in use while 30% were in good condition but not in use.
Almost half (46%) of all the solar dryers ever constructed along Lake Turkana are in a dilapidated
state (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: Uptake of polyethylene solar dryers along Lake Turkana (a) and Proportion of solar
dryers along Lake Turkana constructed by donors (b)
KMFRI remains the single largest donor of solar dryers along the western end of Lake Turkana
having constructed 51% of all the solar dryers (Fig 2). However, out of the 38 solar dryers
constructed by KMFRI since 2008, only the one at Namukuse is being utilized
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Socioeconomics of post-harvest fish losses
Most fishermen in Nariokotome (17%) were aged between 16-20 years while those between 51-55
years were the least (9%) (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Age proportions of respondents
There was marked reduction of fish prices after drying. The largest reduction was observed for
kopito (catfish) with a 70% decline in price while the lowest was for tilapia (7%) as illustrated in
figure 3.

Figure 3: Interspecies comparison of prices before and after drying
Busia was the largest market (38%) for tilapia from Lake Turkana while Kalokol was the smallest
(12%) (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Market proportion for tilapia

Conclusion
There has been no proven improvement in income of fishermen or uptake of solar dryers by fish
processors along Lake Turkana despite massive investment in their construction by various donors.
Therefore, upscaling polyethylene solar dryer technology along the lake is not likely to meet the
desired outcome of improving fishers’ income, quality of dried fish or food security as envisaged
in the Big 4 Agenda.

Recommendations
An alternative innovation for drying fish along Lake Turkana should be developed and should
factor in the challenges encountered in uptake of polyethylene solar dryers.
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iii.

Minutes of Scientists to review concepts and work plans on post-harvest performance
targets
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iv.

Request for training to Nariokotome BMU on fish handling and processing
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v.

Acceptance of request for training for Nariokotome BMU
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vi.

Field memo for fish drying trials at Nariokotome BMU
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vii.

List of participants for the training on fish handling and processing at Nariokotome BMU
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viii.

First page of training manual on fish handling and processing
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ix.

Questionnaire used in socioeconomic data collection at Nariokotome BMU

MONITORING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF INTERVENTIONS OF SOLAR POLYETHYLENE DRYER IN
REDUCING POST-HARVEST LOSSES IN LAKE TURKANA
QUESTIONNAIRE
This interview is being conducted by Kenya Marine & Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI) on 12 th and 13th April
2018 as one of the tools used in monitoring the effectiveness of interventions of solar polyethylene dryer in reducing
post-harvest losses in Lake Turkana.
All information given will be treated with utmost confidentiality and strictly used for the purpose of
this study. Your cooperation in this study is therefore highly appreciated. Thank you in advance for
agreeing to this interview.
Questionnaire No.:
Interview Date:
Enumerator’s Name:
Respondent’s Name:
Sub-County:
Location:
Name of landing beach
Name of BMU:

Age
(years)

Gender

Marital
status

Education Level

Occupation

[1] Male
[2]
Female

[1] Married
[2] Single
[3]
Widowed
[4] Divorced

[1] No education
[2] Primary level
[3] Secondary Level
[4]
Mid-Level
College
[5] University
[6] Adult education

[1] Boat crew
[2] Boat owner
[3] Fish trader
[4] Processor
[5] Transporter
[6] Artisan worker
[7] Unemployed
[8]
Others
(specify)
______________
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Househol
d size

No. of
children

[1] < 3
[2] 3 - 6
[3]7 - 10
[4] > 10

[1] < 3
[2] 3 – 6
[3] 7 –10
[4] > 10

Period of
stay in
BMU
(years)
[1] < 1
[2] 1 -5
[3] 6- 10
[4] >10

1. Approximately what quantity of fish do you land daily?
___________________________________________________________________
2. How do you handle your fish upon landing?
(a) Sell fresh

(b) Preserve first then sell later

3. Which method do you use to preserve your fish?
___________________________________________________________________
Where?
___________________________________________________________________
4. How do you preserve your fish?
(a) Individually

(b) Communally

What are the advantages?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
What is the disadvantage of the other?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
5. How long do you dry your fish
(a) Solar Dryer

__________________________________

(b) Open air

__________________________________

6. How many fish solar driers in total have been constructed at this BMU starting with the first
models? _____________________________________________
7. Which organizations/donors funded construction of the drier(s)?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
8. Currently, who manages/owns the fish solar dryers?
(a) BMU

(b) Individuals

(c) The donor
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9. Please fill in the table
Fish
species
Kokine

Juse

Chubule

Golo

Gech

Kopito

Momwara

Elabe

Fish size

Price before
drying (Ksh)

Days taken for
fish to dry

Price after
drying (On site)

Market

Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large
Small
Medium
Large

10. Is there an increase in income after use of the fish solar dryers?
(a) Yes

(b) No

If yes, by what percentage?
(a) No increase

(b) 1-10%

(c) 11-20%

(d) 21-30%

(e) 30-40%

(f) >40%

11. What challenges have you faced when using the fish solar dryers?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
12. What do you think needs to be improved on the dryers to make them more efficient?
(a) Change of design

(b) Change of construction materials

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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(c) Other (specify)

13. Is the current number of solar dryers sufficient for all users?
(a) Yes

(b) No

If not, how many more do you think should be added?
___________________________________________________________________
14. Are the materials used for construction of the dryers durable?
(a) Yes

(b) No

15. Are you satisfied with the fish solar dryers as a way of reducing fish post-harvest losses?
(a) Yes

(b) No

If not, what are your suggestions for loss reduction?
___________________________________________________________________
16. How do you store fish after drying
(a) In stores

(b) House

(c) Other (specify)________________________________

If in stores, do you own or rent it?
(a) Own

(b) Rent

If renting, what are the storage fees?
___________________________________________________________________
17. Fish dried using which method has higher demand in the market?
(a) Solar dryer

(b) Open air

18. Which are the largest markets for
(a) Fresh fish

___________________________________________________________________

(b) Dried fish

___________________________________________________________________

GENERAL QUESTIONS
19. What challenges do you experience during
(a) Fishing

___________________________________________________________________

(b) Drying

___________________________________________________________________

(c) Storage

___________________________________________________________________

(d) Selling

___________________________________________________________________

20. How has your income been affected after the temporary ban of fishing in Kalokol area
(a) Increased_____________%

(b)Decreased __________________%
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x. Further dissemination
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